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	The last ten years have seen rapid advances in nanoscience and nanotechnology, allowing unprecedented manipulation of nanoscale structures controlling solar capture, conversion, and storage.


	Filled with cutting-edge solar energy research and reference materials, the Handbook of Research on Solar Energy Systems and Technologies serves as a one-stop resource for the latest information regarding different topical areas within solar energy. This handbook will emphasize the application of nanotechnology innovations to solar energy technologies, explore current and future developments in third generation solar cells, and provide a detailed economic analysis of solar energy applications.
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Advanced Bioimaging Technologies in Assessment of the Quality of Bone and Scaffold Materials: Techniques and ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	This book provides a perspective on the current status of bioimaging technologies developed to assess the quality of musculoskeletal tissue with an emphasis on bone and cartilage. It offers evaluations of scaffold biomaterials developed for enhancing the repair of musculoskeletal tissues. These bioimaging techniques include micro-CT, nano-CT,...
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The Children of Now: Crystalline Children, Indigo Children, Star Kids, Angels on Earth, and the Phenomenon of Transitional ChildrenNew Page Books, 2006
"The Children of Now is powerful and profound while at the   same time quite practical. This should be required reading for anyone who   works with children and everyone who has children."
  --Lynn Andrews author of 19 books including The New York Times best-sellers   Medicine Woman and Jaguar Woman    

"The Children...
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Supervised Sequence Labelling with Recurrent Neural NetworksSpringer, 2012

	Supervised sequence labelling is a vital area of machine learning, encompassing tasks such as speech, handwriting and gesture recognition, protein secondary structure prediction and part-of-speech tagging. Recurrent neural networks are powerful sequence learning tools—robust to input noise and distortion, able to exploit long-range...
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Illustrator CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Adobe insider Ted Alspach helps you unlock the power of Illustrator CS4

If you rely on Illustrator every day, you can't afford to be behind the curve. This comprehensive guide is just what you need to become current and stay that way, from drawing basics to advanced techniques. Adobe expert Ted Alspach reveals the latest on Illustrator...
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Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
A concise and lucid exposition of the major topics in knowledge representation, from two of the leading authorities in the field.				-Stuart Russell, UC Berkeley

The information is valuable not only for AI researchers, but also for people working on logical databases, XML, and the semantic web.  Read this book, and avoid reinventing the...
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Business Modeling: A Practical Guide to Realizing Business Value (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008

	As business modeling becomes mainstream, every year more and more companies and government agencies are creating models of their businesses. But creating good business models is not a simple endeavor. Business modeling requires new skills.

	

	Written by two business modeling experts, this book shows you how to make your business...
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